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Installation Instruction for Shadow SH 920
Flat Top Mandolin Pickup

Content:Content:
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Piezo-Pickup with built in volume control,
Ebony bridge,
Rosewood bridge,
12 foot plugcable 6.3 mm/3.5 mm (1/4” to 1/8”),
cable holder

1. Loosen strings and remove original bridge.

2. Install the pickup into the appropriate included wood bridge (either flat top or arch top bridge).

3. If necessary, shape the bottom of the wood bridge to fit the top of the instrument or adjust string height.

4. Install the bridge and the pickup with the strings centered over the individual sensors of the pickup and retune the
instrument.

Make sure the strings do not pull the pickup saddle forward to the slot (see fig. 1 and 2).

1. Loosen strings and remove original bridge.

2. Install the pickup into the appropriate included wood bridge (either flat top or arch top bridge).

3. If necessary, shape the bottom of the wood bridge to fit the top of the instrument or adjust string height.

4. Install the bridge and the pickup with the strings centered over the individual sensors of the pickup and retune the
instrument.

Make sure the strings do not pull the pickup saddle forward to the slot (see fig. 1 and 2).

6. Connect to an appropriate amplifier with standard instrument cable.6. Connect to an appropriate amplifier with standard instrument cable.

Note:

Piezo pickups and transducers have a very high output impedance. In order to get the optimum sound output we
recommend an amplifier with low impedance input.

Note:

Piezo pickups and transducers have a very high output impedance. In order to get the optimum sound output we
recommend an amplifier with low impedance input.
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5. Position the cable holder upright under the pickup
on the mandolin (see fig. 3).

5. Position the cable holder upright under the pickup
on the mandolin (see fig. 3).
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